This paper deals with generating a new probability distribution using entropy like transformation which is considered as useful model to represent the data of time to failure where there is a depression in the times when failure happens, in machines and equipment of production line. Then new generalized function , is a family of Raylieh distribution with two parameters, shifting parameters and scale parameters. The paper includes many methods of estimation like maximum likelihood and Bayesian according to proposed prior which is theminimax estimator and semi minimax, the comparison is done through simulation experiment, also the efficiency of estimator's were compared .
INTRODUCTION
According to the rapid and wide theoretical and practical application of reliability, and evaluation of the operation of system component in order to increase the quality of systems in addition to its role in the development of the engineering system, we wish to introduce this new generated probability distribution, which represents the data of time to failure when there is depression in this times. This distribution is generated using entropy like transformation and then we introduced different method for estimating the parameters, these methods includes maximum likelihood, Bayesian, minimax estimator, and semi minimax. The comparison has been done through simulation using different set of given parameters, also the variance of estimator were derived in order to compare the efficiency of estimators. Generating a new probability distribution is very useful task, used the develop a new family distribution used to represent data that have depression, here we introduce this distribution and then estimate it's parameters. All the results are explained in tables.
The model: Definition of distribution; Let the ;
The probability density function used here is two parameters Raylieh with ( ), is shifting parameters and is scale defined in (1) and the C.D.F is;
Also the reliability function is;
Since F(t), R(t) are known, so we apply the entropy -transformation [2] which is represented by the function; (4) Assuming that is random variable distributed with density function (1) and the is given in (2), reliability function given in (3) .
Applying (4) we obtain g(t), then the derivative of g(t) with respect to (t) yield the new generated probability distribution obtained from entropy transformation and defined in (5) . (5) We can prove that so is generalized two parameter Rayliegh distribution obtained using entropy function.
Since is a new generalized we must find its cumulative distribution function; (6) Integrating by parts;
Let

Maximum likelihood Method
After integrating by parts, we obtained the cumulative distribution function; (7) Then this function used for simulation procedure, as follows:
Let; (8) Since; After truncation; (9) First of all we generate from;
and assuming ( ) are known, then these values of ( ) can be used to find the values of ( ); (10) (10) , which are used to estimate the parameters.
In this part, we use the method of maximum likelihood to estimate the parameter of the density from (5), first of all we consider as known constant;
Considering is known;
But when is unknown, it is also estimated by MLE as; Therefore; (12) Which is a nonlinear equation can be solved by any numerical method.
Bayes Estimator:
The second method of estimation is the Bayes method, where the parameter is considered as random variable, first we discuss the Bayes estimator when is known, and considered to be random variable having the proposed prior density , defined by;
Which is some kind of Gamma distribution and have;
The estimator of is obtained by using the technique of minimax approach which is essentially a Bayesian approach. The basic principle of this approach is to minimize the loss of the statistician (i.e to minimize the maximum expected loss), under quadratic and modified linear exponential (MLINEX) loss function, first we have to obtain the posterior distribution where;
Where,
Posterior is;
We can prove that; So is the posterior distribution of given the observation of sample;
. After finding we depend on it, to estimate by minimax estimator as follows. [3] ,
Here
Bayes estimator of under the MLINEX loss function (12) The estimated is more efficient than and also than . CONCLUSION (1) From simulation experiments, we find that the estimator ( ) (the minimax estimator of ), have smallest mean square error for all sample size, and all constant ( ) than the maximum likelihood and than ( ) which is Bayesian estimator but according to MLINEX function.
(2) The simulation procedure consist of two stages, first one to generate ( ) ( depending on from (9) , and then to generate ( ) depending on ( ) from (10) , then the values ( ) are used for estimating the parameter especially for computing (T), where, Here ( ) corresponds to from equation (10) .
The values of ( ) can be used to find the values of ( ) from (10) , which represent the values of random variable , represented the values of [ , which is distributed by new generated function [ , obtained using like entropy transformation, so the simulation process consist of two steps, first one to generate ( ) from (9) and then to generate from (10) which are used to estimate the parameters. (4) The sample size taken are ( ) and each experimented is ( ).
(5) The variance of estimator is necessary for computing the efficiency of estimator.
SUGGESTION
(1) Using another estimator to estimate the shape parameter and then to see how this reflect on the scale estimator.
(2) The new generated distribution can be used to represent the distribution of time to failure when there is depression in this time, so you can use this generated distribution in wide application.
We recommended to use moment estimators as well as other estimators.
